Good morning!
Winter has DEFINITELY arrived in NW PA! ‘Enjoy’ it while you can! Ha!
Hope your game went well to start the week yesterday! If anyone has any situations that you would like
to see here, let me know and I will TRY to get a clip or discussion of it!
Ever see a good screen then the SCREENER rolls and continues to screen the defender who tried to go
around? When it happens, the elbow is a common area but can happen anywhere on the court. If the
screener rolls and continues to move where the defender is not able to get around while trying, we have
a moving screen. Remember, the offensive player (screener) is just that, an offensive player, so in no
way can establish LGP let alone try to maintain it. Usually the screener who rolls ends up with the
defender that was screened behind him/herself and continues to move, resulting in a moving screen.
As MANY plays we try to talk about, pretty sure we all have a slightly different vision of what I tried to
describe above…..right? As such, video gets us all on the same page…….SOOOOOO….take a look at the
clip by clicking here.
In the play, white 23 sets a GOOD screen on blue 33, BUT then rolls and keeps blue 33 behind her by
moving and contacting blue 33. Remember that contact must occur to have a foul. THIS is a foul on
white 23 for a moving screen because it is quite clear that blue 33 wants to move in a different direction
than white 23.
Let’s take a look at the rule book definition of a screen:

In article 2c, the screener MAY be moving when the screener and opponent are moving in the same
direction. In article 6, moving in the same path and direction is also required. In the type of play in the
clip, the opponent is NOT attempting to move in the same path and direction as the screener (the
opponent wants to move towards the ball handler to resume defense), so these articles no longer apply.

When that happens, the screener MUST initially be stationary. This is a foul on white 23 for an illegal
screen.
Hope you have a great game today and be safe on the roads!
Tim

